
Welcome to the World of Search
Vizier Finder™ for document searches. 



Not sure what documents you need?  Not sure of the 

exact spelling of the file name or key word?  Not sure 

where your file is stored on the network?

Employees performing ineffective searches and wasting time looking for information can 
cost companies up to 10% in salary expenses.  It is not just low level employees either, 59% 
of middle managers miss important information almost every day because it exists within the 
company but they cannot find it.

Vizier Finder™ is an intelligent, user-friendly tool that allows you to find documents in any 
drive on your network instantly. It searches your databases too.

Don’t worry about spelling or data entry errors.  Vizier Finder™ finds relevant documents 
and database records with inexact or incorrect search criteria. Vizier sorts the search results 
in order of relevance and displays the document content so you don’t have to leave the 
screen.  Clicking on the line item in the grid opens the source document.



Vizier Finder™ Overview
 Quick response time.

 Finds relevant documents and database records 

with inexact and/or incorrect search criteria.

 Searches comments and descriptions.

 Intuitive interface that is so easy to use, no 

specialized technical knowledge is required by the 

user.

 Vizier™ is fully operational with SQL Server, Oracle 

and MS Access databases



Enter your search 
terms here

Select the search space 
here: Documents, 

SharePoint or Database

File contents are 
displayed here 

Select the file to 
search here

Find your document in any drive or directory on 
the network in seconds



Search Results 
Green: all search terms are in the file.  

Blue: one or more of the search terms are in the file.  

White: no terms were found.



Use the Advanced 

Option to enter 

additional search 

criteria, select exact or 

inexact searches, and 

limit the search space



Select the Search Type to 

reduce your search space and 

speed up the search:  

 Turbo restricts the search 

space and is lightening fast.

 Standard broadens the 

search field and searches 

more characters. 

 Full searches all  characters 

in all the documents in the 

search file.



Not sure of the exact 

spelling of the file name or 

key word?

Did you make a data entry 

error?

No problem!  

Just set your search 

criteria to W-Inexact (word 

inexact) or P-Inexact.  

The Vizier fuzzy search 

will find the correct 

document!



Use the Admin Tool or Search Wizard to create 

search files for directories, drives, SharePoint or 

databases.  The Search Wizard takes the 

guesswork out of setting up your search files!



Unlock your potential with Vizier Finder™ today!
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